Living the Log Home Lifestyle

What is
meant by
the term “Building Green?”
Building green
encompasses an overall lifestyle philosophy which includes
building our homes in ways that utilize energy efficient materials and conserves natural resources today and provides a cleaner
environment for our children tomorrow.
Therefore, green building encompasses
more than just the environmental implications of our daily lives.
This is a practical approach to design
and building which presents a balance
and respect for the environment and the
impact that our buildings and materials
have on our lives as well as the environment. It encompasses thoughtful ap-

proach to good design as well as building material choices, but the concept
goes beyond the selection of materials.

Building site selection and the homes
orientation on the site are as important
as selecting non-toxic materials. Green
continued on page 2
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History of Hochstetler Milling - Part 2 By Levi Hochstetler
was used. This can still be the most cost
effective way to power heavy machinery.
With air clutches and guards, it can also
be as safe and convenient as electric.
The planer itself was an older 4-sided
timber sizer weighing about 9 tons. It had
heavy continuous lubrication. It was able
to plane smooth all four sides with one

pass, with a capacity of 15 x 30 - although
we never planed anything that large.
The first forklift was an old Gerlinger, pre-1950 with chain drive, 8'
forks, and powered by a Hercules gas engine. After working out some bugs
mostly by trial and error, the great day
finally came to fire up the engines and
continued on page 6

Hochstetler Milling, LTD

My parents sold me a 2-acre field off the
farm "to be paid later" - on Earnest
Road near Amity to set up the planer
mill. They had corn planted in the field,
so first we had to cut enough corn for a
clearing to set it up. An 8' x 20' concrete slab was poured to set the planer
on. So it was that Hochstetler Milling
had its humble beginnings in the middle
of a corn field.
An 8-cylinder international gas
motor was taken out of a truck to power
the planer. We left the shifting apparatus on so it could be used as a clutch. A
governor had to be added to keep up
with the variable loads. For the blower,
an engine out of a Jeep was used. This
we set up on a metal stand along with
the blower. For the first couple of years,
we blew the shavings out on a pile.
Everything was set up direct motor
drive with belts and pulleys. No electric
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We get the question, where do you
get your pine logs to make the log
home logs? (90% of the log home
logs we make are Eastern White
Pine.) Our normal response is from
certified tree farms within a 100
mile radius.
The next question is are we
running out of trees. The answer is
no, we aren’t. For instance, “Ohio is
about 30% forest covered today
compared to only 10% a century
ago.” Still, I’m uneasy. We don’t see
tree farmers plant trees like they
did only 10 years ago. A local
farmer has plans to cut his woods
down to toothpicks and then clear
it to make way for cropland. This is
a 100 year reversed trend.
What can we do? 2 years ago,
we started an E. White Pine
seedling give-away program during Log Cabin Days. Each family
that signs up for them gets a
packet of 25 seedlings. Last year
we had over 100 families sign up.
This spring, almost 3,000 seedlings
were shipped. The goal is to increase that to 15,000 annually - the
approximate amount of trees required to make logs for 150 log
homes (the number of log homes
we produced when the economy
was better).
What can you do? Come to
Log Cabin Days and sign up for
your free packet. Your children will
thank you for it!
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Designing Your Log Home continued from front page

The Honeycreek II

building also refers to using building resources and materials in an efficient
manner and is sometimes referred to as
sustainable building practices. These
practices have been adopted by people
and industries over a number of years
whose livelihood depends upon the
continued supply and management of
our natural resources such as the wood
products that we use in building our
log homes.
So the question is how does building
green affect the choice of building materials? Log homes utilize a substantial
amount of wood in the walls and in
general throughout the entire project.
Wood, I might add, is a very sustainable
and prolific building material. Since
logs utilize a principal called “thermal
mass”, see Fig. 1 on front page, logs are
an excellent source of conserving energy and saving money in the process.

The Honey Creek II is an enlarged version of our popular Honey Creek with the
added convenience of a separate laundry/mud room and sunroom. It also features
a master bath with walk-in closet and master bath large enough for a hot tub.
The open-concept great room has an exposed timber ceiling and fireplace. The
kitchen has a raised bar and the dining area opens to a gabled sunroom and deck
which makes hosting friends a breeze.
You’ll love the step-saving convenience of this ranch with the heart-warming
ambience of an authentic log home.

rial choices such as stone, glass and
metal are also becoming more popular.
Other products that are engineered
for strength, energy efficiency and
comfort are making there way into the
marketplace. These man-made products used in building homes may be
considered to be green as well. Additionally, products such as SIP panels or
urethane rigid foam insulation for roofing and walls, concrete use in the foundation and siding, and the glass that is
used in windows and doors, man-made
products such as these can be considered green because of the energy savings they create. Sustainable green
building practices have our family’s interest at heart, by considering the type
of materials we use to build with we
can lower the energy load of our
homes. By using natural, sustainable,
energy efficient building materials we

...the bottom line is a log home stays warmer
in the winter and cooler in the summer.
Thermal mass is the logs ability to absorb the hot and cold temperatures,
store it and release it later. The thermal properties of the solid log wall will
radiate stored heat back into the room,
while the cold air from the exterior
penetrates the log wall to where it
blends with the warmth of the interior
creating a thermal break between hot
and cold. It is basically a delayed reaction to temperature change; the bottom line is a log home stays warmer in
the winter and cooler in the summer.
Nontoxic, sustainable or natural mate-

are creating a cleaner environment for
which to live and play.
Whether man-made material such
as SIP panels that are super energy efficiency therefore reduce the energy impact for the heating and cooling of a
log home or the thermal properties of
the log walls that create a comfortable
living atmosphere, the ultimate goal of
green building is an environmental,
and economical impact, an impact that
we can feel good about leaving for future generations.

Watch for future articles on putting together the log home design puzzle.
The author, Jim Kanagy, works with Hochstetler Milling and has been designing log homes
and timber homes for more than 25 years.

VISIT OUR MODELS

Hours: Daily 9-4pm; Sat. 9-2pm; Closed Sun. Other hours by appointment.
Directions: 5 miles N. of Loudonville on SR 60 to SR 95. Turn left on SR 95 to the McKay model.

419-368-0004 • 800-368-1015

The McKay
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The Black Fork

Hochstetler Milling, Ltd. • 552 St. Rt. 95 • Loudonville, OH 44842

Don’t miss the rare opportunity to tour several log homes and get a
“hands on” feel for what makes log home living so relaxing and
fulfilling. Come to LOG CABIN DAYS and enjoy two fun-fulled
days of events that the whole family will enjoy!
• Meet exhibitors displaying windows,
furniture, cabinets, along with builders
and other vendors.

• See a log cabin being constructed from
the ground up that will be for sale.
• Sample mouth-watering Amish food
and pastries.

• Attend seminars with information on
planning, designing, financing, and
building your dream home.

• Silent auction on quilts, furniture and
other handcrafted items.

• See authentic hand-peeling and handhewing demonstrations, log stacking,
& lumberjack contests. You may even
want to participate.

• Finally, the self-guided auto tour of
several area log homes for small nominal charge, with proceeds going to the
American Cancer Society.
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At Home in the Woods...
Dream Home Features Custom Design an
Veterinarians Don Mann and his
wife Carrie St. Clair always dreamed
of owning a log home. With twelve
scenic wooded acres just west of

Mount Vernon, Ohio, they had the
perfect setting on which to build.
Three years of research took Don
and Carrie to several log home
shows as far away as Las Vegas, Ne-

vada. While walking through the
shows and talking to suppliers and
builders, one company stood out
from all the rest - Hochstetler
Milling. Don was
naturally impressed to see that
a company from
just up the road
in Loudonville,
Ohio made the
effort to attend
log home shows
all across the
United States.
And after listening to glowing reviews from many
Hochstetler customers, choosing
Hochstetler Milling was an easy decision to make.
After much studying Mann
chose Hochstetler's Pleasant Hill
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model, and wife Carrie recommended customizing it with a few
changes to the original blueprints.
They took their ideas to the experts
at Hochstetler, and plans were
drawn up to include a revamped
main entrance, dormers in the front
of the house, and two new porches
which would later be connected by
a pretty stone walkway.
"They were very easy to work
with and more than happy to accommodate us," recalled Don. "I would
recommend Hochstetler Milling to
anyone building a log home."
On March 15, 2008 Mahlon
Hochstetler of Buckeye Log Builders
began construction. The first week
in December Don and Carrie moved
into the finished home. Don related
the steps taken by the builder to
make the house energy efficient.
"The 22-foot tall windows were

positioned to take advantage of the
setting sun's heat during winter
months, but avoid the sun's heat in
summer. They used a unique form of
geothermal heat in which the loops
run through our pond rather than
under ground, which has resulted in
a more efficient energy transfer.
And the house is incredibly tight.
In fact, the furnace man ran a door
blower test and recorded the best
readings he had ever seen."
Various antiques complement the
home's interior design, which is highlighted by a Buck Stove insert and
stone fireplace that rises to the peak
of the family room's cathedral ceiling.
Kitchen and bathroom cabinets were
custom built by Eicher Woodworking. Don says, "I instructed Eicher to
use the knottiest hickory he could
find, and the resulting cabinets contrast nicely with the rest of the

nd is Energy Efficient
home's wood interior."
Don and Carrie have lived
in their dream home for a year
and a half now, and the one aspect of log home living that
continues to stand out for them
is the warmth they feel every
time they walk through the
door.
"It just gives you a comfortable feeling," Don concluded. "I can't think of a
single thing about our home
that I would want to change."

Would you like to have your home featured in a future issue? Please submit
pictures and a few words to Hochstetler Milling, 552 St. Rt. 95,
Loudonville, OH 44842. If selected, someone will call you for an interview.
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History of Hochstetler Milling continued from front page
make some shavings. How gratifying to actually see
rough material go in one end and nice smooth material
come out the other end with shavings spewing out the
side forming a nice pile. It was a dream come true.
At first we had 2 people roll and tug heavy cants
onto the feed rolls and push them into the planer. In
the off-feed we also had 2 people flip them off onto the
forklift, with another person running the forklift. In
later years this was automated where there was only one
person operating in-feed and another person on forklift.
Every evening we would have to cover the equipThe original Hochstetler Milling manufacturing building.
ment back up with tarps, as there was no building inithe success of Hochstetler Milling. For the first 15 years
tially. Remembering that we used to change knives in
we
put back into the business as much as possible to keep
the winter trying to stay warm under the tarp makes me
more thankful for the nice heated building we have now. growing the company, and believe me, this is where my
wife did wonders keeping us on a low personal budget.
Most of the early planing jobs were custom milling
Little by little we made improvements. First it was a
for homeowners and businesses that owned their own
material. Today we still do some custom milling, but it's pole building with a 32' x 96' roof over the operation.
Next time there were sides put on, a Cummins Diesel
a very small part of our business.
replaced the International, more yard space, a new
After the first year we built a small roof over the
blower system to blow into van trailers, and so on.
equipment so we wouldn't have to mess with the tarps.
Here should be noted that about that time Oakbridge Looking back, only Providence could have been looking out for us in some of the unsafe practices we did.
Timber Frame was formed as a partnership between
We
had our share of accidents, but it's virtually amazing
Johnny Miller and myself. This enabled me to quit my job
that we came through as good as we did.
and work part time as a timber framer and part time in
1993 was the year I sold my partnership in Oakbridge
the planer mill. This proved a good fit with his family
to
Johnny,
knowing it would be in good hands. The time
being of the best craftsmen to the point of perfectionists,
had come to give Hochstetler Milling my full attention
allowing myself to take care of designing and sales.
and not be divided going back and forth.
Also in '87 I married a nice local girl named Katie
who has been a major behind-the-scenes contributor to
To be concluded in the next issue.

Wherever You Are Building, Pinney
Custom Builders Will Come To You
QUESTION:
We are considering building our log home by ourselves. While no building experts
by any standard, we have built a few structures, including a 30x40 pole barn. Our
son-in-law, being handy, is wanting to help, along with a few of our friends. Would
you recommend it or do you think we fell off the deep end?
ANSWER:
Quite a few of our clients do it themselves. In fact, most of them want to be involved one way or another. Some of the nicer log homes were built by homeowners themselves.
A lot depends on you and your situation. Listed here are some of the things to
consider.
Do you have the time: A straight forward 2,000 sq. ft. home takes approximately 1,000 hours for a professional builder to dry-in from finished foundation
up. You should double or triple that number.
Do you have the tools: Some special tools you can rent, but sometimes buying
a few tools and then selling them when done can be more cost-effective.
Do you have the labor resources: Two people can do most of the work. You
should, however, have a few extra hands during parts of the construction…like
when framing the roof.

Dan Pinney, owner of Pinney
Custom Builders, LLC, has
been building log homes for
10 years, and has constructed
over 200 homes of all types
since he started building at
the age of 18. Although located in Cleveland, North
Carolina, Pinney and his
crew travel all over the country to build homes.
"I just quoted on a job in Hawaii,"
Dan noted. "I'd love to build that one,
but the cost of shipping materials and
equipment might be tough to overcome!"
It was his willingness to travel that
first connected Pinney with Hochstetler
Milling. About 4 years ago, a family in
the western United States purchased a
log home from Hochstetler and contacted Dan to build it. He readily accepted, and quickly discovered the
benefits of working with the Loudonville,
Ohio log home supplier.

"I've worked with upwards of 18 log
home suppliers, but if I had a choice I
would build exclusively for Hochstetler,"
says Dan. "I can always count on the
quality of their materials, and their customer service is outstanding. When a
challenging job arises, Levi Hochstetler
is the only supplier to ever ask me,
"What can we do to help solve your
problem?" Most other suppliers leave it
up to me to figure out."
Pinney stressed that working with
Hochstetler Milling makes his job easier.
continued on page 8

Other things to consider:
• Financing: Banks aren’t too fond of lending to do-it-yourselfers.
• Liability: Remember who pays when the foundation gets bumped by a forklift.
• Friends: Don’t depend too much on friends. They have a way of disappearing
from groundbreaking to move-in.
Let me assure you, you haven’t fallen off the deep end, but my personal advice
is when you don’t have to do it in order to afford the size of home you need, or for
a sense of accomplishment and satisfaction, let the experts do it for you and save
the energy for fishing, hunting, golfing, or whatever else you like to do.
If building your dream log home is the “whatever else’ you like to do. Then do it!
If you have a question, please submit to Levi Hochstetler at 1-800-368-1015 or
mail to Hochstetler Milling, 552 St. Rt. 95, Loudonville, OH 44842.
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Pinney Custom Builders from page 7
"We can put up their
Blackfork model in only
six days," Dan boasts.
"And we've constructed
the McKay in as little as
twelve."
But Pinney also
made it clear that quality is his highest priority.
Over the years he has
hired 168 workers before
finding his current crew
of ten employees whom
he trusts enough to uphold his high quality
standards. Most of them
have been with Pinney Custom Builders
for five years or more.
Dan is happy to supply as many references as a customer may want. He related
an experience he had with a particularly
tough customer from Georgia who had already interviewed four other potential

CABIN FEVER

A True Fish Story by Bill Dinkins

builders. "He asked me for ten references,
and after talking with all ten of them, he
asked me for ten more. I told him if he
was not happy with us after two days of
work, I'd walk away from the job. Not
only did we complete the job, but he
hired us to do over $40,000 of additional
work as well."

Several years ago my son, Mark, and I decided to take his three kids, Jake, Luke,
and Soron on a Canadian fishing trip along with my other grandson, Noah. This
would be a great opportunity to teach them the fine art of fishing and, hopefully,
catching. We had made reservation during the winter, so the kids had acute cabin
fever by the time spring came, and by July they were busy practice casting in the
backyard, eagerly awaiting our trip. On July 12, we headed north and twelve
hours later pulled up to our little lakefront log cabin.
Early the next morning Mark gathered up the fishing tackle and they all
headed out to a secluded bay about six miles down the lake. (I don't know why
fishermen ALWAYS go to the opposite end of the lake, but they do. There's just as
much water, and fish, directly in front of the cabin and its much closer!)
Anyway, after the twenty-minute ride, Mark quietly guided his boat into the
small bay and shut the motor oﬀ. Noah, the self-professed "best fisherman in the
world," had already walked to the bow of the boat and was eager to show oﬀ his
skill when Mark cautioned, "Don't cast to that big bush in the middle, you'll get
hung up." Too late - Noah had already unleashed his cast and it was going straight
toward that bush, which was amply decorated with lures and bobbers from many
a fisherman over the years. No sooner had his lure hit the water when he exclaimed, "Oops, I think I'm hung up." He was hung up all right. Seconds later, a
large smallmouth bass exploded from the water, sending spray in every direction.
Noah hung on as the three other kids gathered 'round, cheering each time the
fish jumped. Mark was frantically trying to find the landing net as Noah expertly
guided the fish alongside the boat. One swoop - oops, a miss. Second swoop, another miss. This was getting serious. Finally, the third time was the charm as Mark
hoisted the feisty fish aboard, the net stretched to its limit.
That afternoon, Noah raced up to the camp oﬃce and recorded his prize
catch on the "braggin' board." It read, Noah - S.M. Bass - 17". Each evening, after
returning to the dock, Noah would run up to the oﬃce and check to see if his fish
was still the biggest. And, at the end of the week it was! So when he tells me he's
the "world's best fisherman," I have to agree - and he has the photos to prove it.
Do you have an interesting short story about a favorite memory of a log home? Maybe
it’s a childhood vacation, a weekend at the lake, or a day visiting a friend. Whatever
you remember and love to tell others qualifies. Don’t forget - a picture to go with
your story makes it even more interesting.
Please mail your submission to Hochstetler Milling, 552 St. Rt. 95, Loudonville, OH
44842. Hope to read about your log home adventure in a future issue!

